Existing reinforcement learning (RL)-based adaptive bitrate (ABR) approaches outperform the previous fixed control rules based methods by improving the Quality of Experience (QoE) score, as the QoE metric can hardly provide clear guidance for optimization, finally resulting in the unexpected strategies. In this paper, we propose Tiyuntsong, a selfplay reinforcement learning approach with generative adversarial network (GAN)-based method for ABR video streaming. Tiyuntsong learns strategies automatically by training two agents who are competing against each other. Note that the competition results are determined by a set of rules rather than a numerical QoE score that allows clearer optimization objectives. Meanwhile, we propose GAN Enhancement Module to extract hidden features from the past status for preserving the information without the limitations of sequence lengths. Using testbed experiments, we show that the utilization of GAN significantly improves the Tiyuntsong's performance. By comparing the performance of ABRs, we observe that Tiyuntsong also betters existing ABR algorithms in the underlying metrics.
INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed a rapid growth of online video streaming applications and services [1] . To achieve smooth video playback under various network conditions, modern client-side video player adopts ABR algorithm to dynamically determine the bitrate of next video chunk to download to achieve high QoE scores including high video bitrate, low rebuffering, etc. Most of the approaches, such as throughputbased [2] , buffer-based [3] and mixed schemes [4, 5] employ fixed control rules which determine future video bitrates via carefully tuned strategies and thresholds. However, these approaches are often designed with strong assumptions of the real-world network conditions and heavily rely on the finetuned parameters, which results in sensitivities to network conditions and unexpected performances ( §2.1). To address these problems, researchers [6] have proposed to leverage reinforcement learning (RL) methods to learn an algorithm from scratch without any network presumptions. In particular, the state-of-the-art deep reinforcement learning (DRL) scheme Pensieve [6] outperforms existing ABRs in some settings [7] . These work tries to optimize a neural network towards a better QoE score, in which the fine-tuned parameters have significant impacts on the performance. However, through the experiment, we observe that RL-based method often obtains high QoE scores via some tricks due to the lack of guidance for optimization in QoE ( §2.2). As a result, despite its abilities to obtain higher numerical QoE scores, such training schemes may generate a strategy that doesn't meet the basic rules of the ABR algorithm.
Our key idea is to regard the reward as a rule instead of QoE metrics ( §2.3). The rule ( §4.1) is allowed to be constructed by any methods, such as a logistic and AI method, aiming to identify the better one from two candidates. Unlike previous work, the rule will highlight the priority of optimization to avoid occurring unexpected strategies. The novel idea requires a new RL framework to match it. Thus, we propose Tiyuntsong 1 , a self-play RL method with GAN for ABR video streaming ( §3). Tiyuntsong trains two agents simultaneously for generating a well-performed ABR algorithm under different network conditions. In details ( §3.3), Tiyuntsong first uses two agents to provide the video streaming services on the same network condition and video content respectively. Next, it leverages the rule to determine who is the winner. Finally, it assigns the reward of each agent as {win:1, lose:0} and updates the two agents' gradients. In brief, Tiyuntsong approaches a Nash equilibrium via the selfplay method, whereas traditional RL methods diverge.
Besides, we further present GAN Enhancement Module ( §3.2), a GAN-based method to extract hidden features from the past status that facilitate Tiyuntsong to store the information without the limitation of sequence length. During the training process, the model generates future hidden features based on current state and hidden features, and then estimates the probability of whether the hidden feature comes from the winning sample or not.
In the rest of our paper ( §4), first, we collect a large corpus of network traces from alternative public datasets for training and validating. Next, we leverage Elo-Rating [8] , a classic rating-based system to compute the performance of Tiyuntsong via win rate ( §4.1). Finally, using a testbed experiment ( §4.2), we first discuss Tiyuntsong's neural network architecture ( §4.2.1). After that, we prove the importance of GAN Enhancement Module ( §4.2.2). In all considered scenarios, Tiyuntsong betters existing ABR approaches in both win rate and underlying metrics of ABR including bitrate and rebuffering as well as smoothness ( §4.2.3).
To sum up, our contributions are as follows:
We figure out the weakness of RL-based ABR algorithms and suggest a novel sight to redefine the reward metric for them: leverage logistic rules instead of QoE metrics.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use self-play RL method to tackle the ABR video streaming problem. Results indicate that Tiyuntsong not only avoids deviating from the fundamental rule but also betters recent work.
Traditional fusion of RL and GAN method [9] pays more attention to improving the efficiency of imitation rather than preserving the useful information as described in this paper. In brief, we propose a novel perspective for the application of GAN, which also yields a reliable and effective result.
RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

ABR Algorithms Overview
Client-based ABR algorithms are mainly categorized into four types [10] : throughput-based, buffer-based, mixed and RL-based. PANDA [2] predicts the future throughput for eliminating the ON-OFF steady issue. However, due to the current lack of throughput estimation method, these approaches still result in poor ABR performance. Thus, many approaches are designed to select the proper bitrates based on playback buffer size observed. e.g., BOLA [3] turns the ABR problem into a utility maximization problem and solve it by using the Lyapunov function. Nevertheless, the buffer-based approach fails to tackle the long-term bandwidth fluctuation problem. Then, to tackle the challenge, mixed approaches, such as MPC [4] and DynamicDASH [5] , is proposed to select bitrate for next chunk by adjusting its throughput discount factor based on past prediction errors and predicting its playback buffer size. Note that such model-based approaches require careful tuning, because they rely on parameters that are quite sensitive to network conditions, which results in the poor performance in unexpected network environments. To address these issues, several attempts [6] have been made to optimize ABR algorithms based on RL method due to the difficulty of tuning mixed approaches for handling different network conditions. 2) It still maintained a high QoE score. However, it's clear that the proposed method deviates from the basic rules of ABR.
The Trap of Traditional RL-based Method
However, traditional RL-based methods still have their drawbacks. Considering the ABR process as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), in recent years, many schemes have been proposed to learn ABR algorithms via RL method [11, 6] . Despite the outstanding performances that RL-based ABR algorithms achieve, these schemes suffer from a key limitation: They optimize their neural network via enhancing QoE scores. However, achieving a high QoE score doesn't necessarily equal to generate an exemplary algorithm. For example, the experimental results of state-of-the-art RL-based scheme Pensieve 2 is illustrated in Figure 1 . While Pensieve converges, its policy can be generalized as
Fetching lowest bitrates till the buffer has enough space and time to fetch highest bitrates.
That is because though RL methods will successfully train the model under the case which only needs to optimize one metric (e.g., to play higher scores for Atari games), these schemes lack the abilities to tackle the problem affected by multiple factors directly. For example, in ABR problems, recent work [3, 4, 6] leverages reward functions (e.g., QoE metrics) with a weighted sum of several underlying metrics to take the place of the multi-factor optimization (Several metrics must be optimized together). Hence, QoE driven RLbased approaches have the abilities to obtain a relative good numerical reward, but they may also provide users with unexpected and unstable viewing experience. This problem imposes critical challenges to RL-based ABR algorithm.
Self-play Method
AlphaZero [12] , a scientific breakthrough in AI, is trained solely based on self-play RL and periodically matched against several games. To tackle the traditional RL methods' problem, we thereby consider following AlphaZero to train the algorithm via self-play RL. However, static games with incomplete information (e.g., training ABR with two agents) are much dissimilar and more complicated than dynamic games 
TIYUNTSONG'S MECHANISM
In this section, we provide the design steps and the training methodology of Tiyuntsong 3 . As stated before ( §2.2), conventional RL is not a suitable scheme to solve the complex reward function problem in which its reward is computed as a linear combination of multiple factors. We, therefore, suggest a novel sight to describe the reward function: Only to represent the reward as win or loss instead of an actual reward score. Following this sight, we propose Tiyuntsong, a selfplay with RL method which learns an algorithm automatically based on the win or loss signal only. As illustrated in Figure 2 , two agents compete for each other in the same environment and then update their network based on the competitive result.
The Design of Agent
We first initialize two agents A 0 and A 1 . It is worth noting that Tiyuntsong's neural network architecture is quite different from the common RL's representation due to the distinctiveness of the ABR task. The rest of the details are described as follows. State: Tiyuntsong's learning agent takes the input state of time-slot t s t = {T, d, q, r, b, S, h} into neural network, where T means the past throughput measured by a client for past k sequence; d represents the time for downloading past k sequence; q is the previous video bitrate selected of past k sequence; r is the remaining video playback time; b is a buffer length used by the client; S is a vector that represents the video sizes of the next video chunk. The last one h is a vector that reflects that extra features of the past, and it is generated by the GAN Enhancement Module (See §3.2). Action: The action space is discrete. The output of the policy network is defined as a probability distribution: f (s t , a t ), meaning the probability of selection action a t being in state s t . The action a t is an n-dims vector, which represents the candidate of video bitrate for the next chunk.
Reward: Our reward is defined as a result: r ∈ {0, 1} judged by Rule. During the training process, we use Rule to compute the win rate of two agents for each epoch, and in the result "0" means loss and "1" represents victory. We notice that Rule can be represented as not only a human-made logistic algorithm but also a neural network model generalized by AI. The details of Rule are described in §4.1. Based on the results calculated, we can estimate the win rate w i for each agent A i . We further utilize Elo Ratings to estimate the instant performance via win rate ( §4.1).
GAN Enhancement Module
In recent work [13, 6] , the lifetime of each bitrate decision has been modeled as an MDP (Markov Decision Process), meaning that action is only related to the status of the target rather than relying on the prior states. However, this assumption lacks evidence. [13] only illustrates that throughput factors can be efficiently captured by Hidden-MarkovModel (HMM). Still, in [6] , the authors also consider different numbers of past throughout measurements to represent state. In general, previous work leverages a past k steps status observed to reckon the status of the target in MDP, and the limitation of sequence length leads to missing crucial information of the past, such as the maximum and minimum values of the observed throughput. Thus, we present GAN Enhancement Module to automatically generate the hidden features from the past to break the limitation of sequence length. As illustrated in Figure 3 , the module consists of a generator G and a discriminator D, where G is a function represented by several fully connected layers using leaky RelU with parameters θ g , and D is also a function represented by multilayers with parameters θ d . For each step t, G is used for generating next hidden features h t according to the state s t−1 and hidden feature h t−1 , and D outputs a single scalar p t ∈ [0, 1) to estimate the probability that h t belongs to the historical winning samples. Inspired by LSGAN [14] , we first update D by descending its gradient according to L d (Eq. 1). We then update G by descending its gradient via L g (Eq. 2). Here w means the winning samples defined as w = {h 0 , h 1 , · · · , h k }, where reward r k = 1.
(1)
Training Methodology
We now start to discuss how to train Tiyuntsong. In our work, we use the actor-critic method as the fundamental algorithm of Tiyuntsong. Each agent is composed of a policy network and a value network. The key thought of the policy gradient algorithm is to update the parameter in the direction of increasing the accumulated reward. The gradient of the accumulated reward with respect to policy parameter θ can be written as
We can use and Q(a t , s t ) is the value of taking certain action at state s t . Next, we consider to use n-step Qlearning for optimizing the value network. The value network will be updated as
Here V (s t |θ v ) is the estimation of V (s t ); The direction of changing parameter θ v is the negative gradient of it; α v is the learning rate for the value network. We also add the entropy of policy in the object of policy network, which can effectively discourage the network to converge to sub-optimal policies. Thus, the update of θ will be written as
where H(·) is the entropy of the policy. After convergence, the value network will be abandoned, and we only use policy network to make decisions; α p is a learning rate function; β is a hyper-parameter regarded as the weight of exploration. For each epoch i(i > 0), the parameters α pi and α vi can be computed by the equalization as follows:
in which w i is the win rate for each training epoch i; α p0 and α v0 are initialized hyper-parameters which control the overall learning rate of policy network and value network. Dynamic learning rate can effectively avoid a considerable gap between the two agents.
EVALUATION
Experimental Setup
Datasets We collect about 2,300 network traces from different public datasets for training and evaluating Tiyuntsong. The details of our network traces are composed of Norway [15] , Synthetic Network Traces [6] , Belgium [16] , FCC [6] , and Oboe [7] . 
The Design of Rule A good ABR algorithm mainly consists of three underlying metrics [5] : Bitrate: To play the video at the highest sustainable quality, such as bitrate and video quality.
Rebuffering: To avoid rebuffering events that occur due to the empty client buffer.
Smoothness: Keep the bitrate in little change during the entire session.
To this end, we implement an intuitive logistic rule 4 for evaluation based on their priority (See in Table 1 ), in which b i denotes total bitrate, r i is total rebuffer time and s i represents total bitrate change for each agent i ∈ {0, 1}. Metrics We leverage Elo Ratings [8] , a traditional method for calculating the relative performance of players in zerosum games, to evaluate Elo Ratings based on win rate. We first select several previously proposed approaches and test their performance respectively under the same environment. Next, we use rule to estimate their win rate. Finally, we compute the Elo rating for these approaches. In our work, these scores are defined as baselines. For each epoch, the agent compares the result with baselines and then computes the Elo rating through the win rate. In this experiment, we set hyper-parameter K = 10 and initialized rating I = 1000 for the Elo system. More details are described in our repo.. Testbed Setup We utilize Sabre [5] , a state-of-the-art opensourced simulation environment for ABR algorithms, to precisely emulate the ABR's process in an offline environment. Sabre is a Python tool that can quickly evaluate ABR algorithms in an emulated environment similar to real production players. For each step t, the agent uses the Sabre environment to simulate the entire session with given video descriptions and network traces.
Experiments and Results
Tiyuntsong with Different Architectures
In this experiment, we compare Tiyuntsong's network architecture to the following network architectures which collectively represent the architecture candidates: 
1D-CNN
We train and test under Sabre with the same network traces and video descriptions. In this experiment, we set γ = 0.99, β = 0.02, step = 50 for only testing their performance instead of convergence. We report the result in Figure 2 , where 1D-CNN is the Tiyuntsong's network architecture. The obtained results indicate that 1D-CNN neural network architecture succeeds in improving the Elo Ratings, with improvements in average Elo Ratings of 37 -61. We also observe that there is no obvious difference between these architectures regarding operational efficiency.
Tiyuntsong vs. Tiyuntsong without GAN
In this part, we design an experiment to confirm whether the GAN Enhancement Module is effective or not. We set step = Step 900 1000
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Tiyuntsong Constrained DynamicDash Bola Throughput-based 50 and compare Tiyuntsong-GAN with Tiyuntsong without using GAN Enhancement Module on the same network traces, and use two existing approaches: constrained and throughput rule as baselines. The experimental result is illustrated in Figure 4 . As expected, we observe that Tiyuntsong-GAN outperforms Tiyuntsong with improvements in average Elo Ratings of 13.3% after 50 steps.
Tiyuntsong vs. Existing ABR Approaches
In this experiment, we aim to evaluate the Elo Ratings of several existing ABR algorithms including BOLA, Dynamic-DASH, Throughput-based, Constrained, and Pensieve (QoElin). BOLA and DynamicDASH have been implemented in [5] , and we use the harmonic mean of past five throughput measured to present the throughput-based rule. Moreover, we denote the constrained rule to select the intermediate chunk of the next video chunks and train a model via Pensieve optimized by QoE-lin [4] . We train Tiyuntsong about 2,000 epochs on the network traces datasets. We use 80% dataset for training, 20% for validating and leverage Oboe dataset for testing. Figure 5 shows the performance of training Tiyuntsong for 2,000 steps, we observe that Tiyuntsong performs better than the existing approaches after 1,800 steps. We also report Tiyuntsong's win rate and the CDF distribution of three underlying metrics in Figure 6 . Compared to Dynam- icDash, Tiyuntsong improves the average bitrate by 3.19%, decreases the average rebuffering time by 4.92%, and reduces the 95th percentile average bitrate change by 16.47% respectively. As expected, we also observe that Pensieve does reach an overwhelming advantage on the QoE metric but fails to perform well under some underlying metrics such as average bitrate, and it also proves our motivation of this work.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We propose Tiyuntsong, self-play RL approach to select bitrates for next video chunk. Unlike previously proposed approaches, Tiyuntsong uses two agents to compete against each other for automatically generating a better ABR algorithm. Experimental results prove that Tiyuntsong has achieved the state-of-the-art ABR algorithm via self-play. Additional research may focus not only to accelerate the training process but also to extend our work to solve the general incomplete information game problem.
